
Pink Sandstone Pedestal for
Placing Statue 1.5 ft
Read More
SKU: 01734
Price: ₹14,560.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Pedestal, Statues & Sculptures, Stone
Accessories
Tags: Bansi Paharpur Pink Sandstone Statue
Manufacturer, Bansipaharpur Pink Stone Statue
Manufacturer, Pink Sandstone Statue Sculpture
Manufacturer, Sand Stone Pedestal Manufacturer,
Stone Pedestal Manufacturer in Banglore, Stone
Pedestal Manufacturer in Delhi, Stone Pedestal
Manufacturer in Mumbai

Product Description

Here's another creative pedestal idea that demonstrates the versatility of the piece,
this Bansi Paharpur Sandstone pedestal for placing the statue feels decidedly
modern and radical. Material: Bansi Paharpur Pink Sandstone statue Dimension(HWL): 
18  x 18 x 12 inch Height: 1.5 ft Features of the artistic garden statue: 

It's a sculptural pedestal statue made for multipurpose use the statue, and accent
placement.
A square shaped pedestal engraved with flower petals in the center elevates the
sculpture's beauty to a different level.

Where to place the pedestal:

A planter on a pedestal is a perfect finishing touch to this coastal living room.
For a contemporary look, holding up a tower of rocks on it, call to mind the age-old
dichotomy between manmade and natural beauty.
Use your imagination creatively to display awards, instruments, and mementos from
touring while a beautiful postmodern pedestal props up a planter containing birds of
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paradise.
Pedestals bring value to any room in the house, including unexpected places, like the
bathroom to place any decorative pieces on to it
Incorporate it in the entryway, and foyer, no decorative accents are necessary, a pedestal
is all you need.
A shop mannequin torso, a planter, or anything of your choice exhibited in the living will
draw the eye into the living room from the entryway.

Ways to clean the stone sculptures:

It is important to regularly clean your outdoor sculpture, which helps them to last longer
and look nicer for many years.
Use a garden hose with a gentle setting, and shower the stone sculptures.
Rinse the stone sculptures with a sponge gently as you scrub them.
Rinse with the hose again, and use a soft cloth to dry the statue.

Sandstone Female Sitting
Namaste Yoga Sculpture for
Home and Garden
Read More
SKU: 01733
Price: ₹44,800.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Modern Sculptures, Garden Sculptures,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Abstract Public Stone Sculpture, Abstract Stone
Art, Abstract Stone Sculpture for Interior Home Decor,
Abstract Stone Statue Manufacturer, Modern Garden
Stone Sculpture, Modern Garden Stone Statue, Modern
Stone Sculpture, Modern Stone Statue Manufacturer

Product Description
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Everyone knows that getting out into nature is one of the most soothing things you
can do, to recreate the authentic look by bringing the female sitting Namaste Yoga
sculpture to your outdoor garden. Material: Sandstone Khondalite Stone statue
Dimension (HWL): 36 x 22 x 12 inch Height: 3 ft Description of the female sitting
Namaste Yoga sculpture:

The statue represent here is a  distressed female sitting Namaste Yoga sculpture.
A Yoga sculpture is always a welcome addition to any garden but works especially well in
plots that are Japanese-inspired.
Stone carving in Odisha is the ancient practice of sculpting stone into art and utilitarian
objects, you can never have enough unusual collectibles that combine utility and style
seamlessly.

Placement of the Namaste Yoga sculpture:

Opting for natural stone and keeping lines curved as each step requires focus pace is
automatically slowed, and the result will allow you to journey around your statue in focus.
Adding a water feature is a  great addition tempted by elaborate designs, giving a soothing
feel to your atmosphere.
surround the sculpture with vibrant pond plants, for a stunning look in the garden.
You can surround it with smooth pebbles and border in fine gravel, to complement the
landscape well.
Be sure to position the statue somewhere to sit nearby to take in the view of the beautiful
sculpture.
Try adding a small Acer nearby. That brings a touch of color to the scene, whilst its gentle
sway in the breeze will enhance the feelings of a zen garden feel.
Give a lovely architectural feature by incorporating it nearby a pond or any water feature.

Best way to clean the stone sculptures:

Gently spray the statue with a garden hose, for cleaning.
Scrub the statue with a sponge or brush to remove any loose dust, and keep the stone wet
through the entire washing process.
Use the pressure washer or hose to clean off for the final time.
 Wipe the statue, using a clean, dry cloth.
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Sandstone Female Sitting Yoga
Statue for Garden 4 ft
Read More
SKU: 01732
Price: ₹72,800.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Modern Sculptures, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Abstract Public Stone Sculpture, Abstract Stone
Art, Abstract Stone Sculpture for Interior Home Decor,
Abstract Stone Statue Manufacturer, Modern Garden
Stone Sculpture, Modern Garden Stone Statue, Modern
Stone Sculpture, Modern Stone Statue Manufacturer

Product Description

Have an interesting piece you can place in the center of your space like the abstract
female Yoga statue for the garden and have the rest of the garden focused around
that object. Material: Sandstone / Khandolite stone statue Dimension( HWL): 48 x 24 x 12
inch Height: 4 ft Description:

It's an abstract female Yoga statue for the garden.
An interesting piece that draws the eye and adds some character to the space.
Magnificent and Stunning  Indian rock and Stone carved Temples and statues are
examples of monolith Indian rock-cut architecture of Odisha. These Ancient stone carvings
are one of the major attractions of the country as well as internationally.

Placement of the female sitting Yoga statue:

This sculpture looks amazing in the middle of a fountain or water feature.
 Share your thoughts on this sculpture sure to garner attention.
 This piece has a classy and elegant look that brings whimsy and fantasy to your yard,
garden, or park.
A low-maintenance ground cover plant, which looks fantastic in tropical, lush, or shady
gardens will complement the statue very well.
Exhibiting the statue will bring a huge calming and elegant decor theme.
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Surround the sculpture with fiery Acers and exquisite lilies and azaleas.
It is a statue that is reminiscent of classic sculptures of yoga and beauty.
A  modern piece that has a very sleek and interesting appeal

Ways to clean the stone sculptures:

Wet the statue with a garden hose.
Rinse it away with a sponge thoroughly to remove any residue.
Spray the statue with a garden hose before drying the statue with a soft cloth.

Sandstone Modern Meditating
Female Statue for Decor 3 ft
Read More
SKU: 01731
Price: ₹44,800.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Modern Sculptures, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Abstract Public Stone Sculpture, Abstract Stone
Art, Abstract Stone Sculpture for Interior Home Decor,
Abstract Stone Statue Manufacturer, Modern Garden
Stone Sculpture, Modern Garden Stone Statue, Modern
Stone Sculpture, Modern Stone Statue Manufacturer

Product Description

Following a more simplistic approach in your garden with the meditating female
statue doesn't just feel quiet and calm, but it looks effortlessly sophisticated, too.
Material: Sandstone / Khondalite stone statue  Dimension (HWL): 36 x 24 x 18 inch Height:
3 ft Description of the meditating female statue:

It's an off-white abstract sculpture, of a modern meditating female statue.
Gorgeously structured yet low maintenance sculpted in such a way to make your outdoor
space feel calm.
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Stone carving is an ancient craft of Odisha and the temples of Odisha are famous for their
mesmerizing stone carving structures globally.

Placement of the meditating stone sculpture:

Sand can be sprinkled or spread, layered or tiered, and also makes the perfect planting
medium for a range of shrubs, and succulents with the meditating female statue.
Using sand in your landscaping is a very sustainable way of gardening as well as being the
natural choice to exhibit the statue.
Incorporating statues with a few planting ideas added to the mix, these elements will
combine to create a contemporary look that's big on style and perfect for gardens, lawns,
or parks too.
Keep things minimal by choosing just one or two colors for the planting such as the purple
and orange used here. This will be big on impact and pop against the bold shapes of the
white sculpture.
It's a great idea for incorporating the sculpture under the tree, throwing dappled shade
onto the sculpture.
Make it sit amid a water feature the soothing sound of water will create a tranquil and
peaceful atmosphere in the area.

How to clean the stone sculptures:

Start cleaning the stone sculptures by Spray statue with water using a garden hose with a
gentle setting.
When the statue is souse, Use a soft cloth or a sponge to gently scrub the surface.
After scrubbing dry the statue with a clean towel or you can let it air dry if the temperature
outside is warm and dry.
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White Sandstone Abstract
Sculpture for Garden- The Hug-
3.5 ft
Read More
SKU: 01730
Price: ₹50,400.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Modern Sculptures, Garden Sculptures,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Abstract Public Stone Sculpture, Abstract Stone
Art, Abstract Stone Sculpture for Interior Home Decor,
Abstract Stone Statue Manufacturer, Modern Garden
Stone Sculpture, Modern Garden Stone Statue, Modern
Sculpture, Modern Stone Sculpture, Modern Stone
Statue Manufacturer

Product Description

This abstract sculpture for the garden "The Hug" blends the shape and color of
nature with very man-made materials and is sure to garner attention from every
onlooker. Material: Off-white Sandstone statue Dimension(HWL): 42 x 14 x 12 inch Height:
3.5 ft (approx.) Description:

It's a white abstract sculpture of a Hug for the garden.
This piece has a classy and elegant look that brings whimsy and fantasy to your upscale
yard, lawn, or garden.
Carving is a sculptural technique that involves using tools to shape a form by cutting or
scraping away from a solid material, like the above one made by the excellent artificer of
Odisha who is equally famous for its stone engraving internationally.

Placement suggestion of the abstract sculpture "The Hug":

Sculptures are designed to be part of a water feature that emulates a natural occurrence
as much as possible so placing one amid a fountain is visually appealing.
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This is an interesting sculpture that is sure to lend interest to this yard. It is a feature that
cannot be missed in the park, lawn, or garden.
Perhaps you would like your yard to look exotic or like a fantastic mythical land then don't
hesitate to incorporate it amid the flower bed.
These shapes are visually interesting and simple so that they can work in almost any
space even in your interior design.
Never miss to get the attention it deserves at night is to light it up. Placing spotlights on
your sculptures will highlight their importance in your yard’s design.
The juxtaposition of nature and manmade structures can make a great composition for a
sculpture. This stone incorporates a manmade component in the center of the lush green
grass.

Cleaning Technique for your garden statue:

Souse away the sculpture before starting cleaning the garden statue.
When it gets doused, rinse well with a sponge all over the surface until all amass is not
cleared.
When you are done with scrubbing and eliminating all dust and debris,  give the garden
statue a final bath & Let it air dry.

White Sandstone Abstract
Sculpture Couple Face for
Outdoor 3 ft
Read More
SKU: 01729
Price: ₹40,320.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Modern Sculptures, Garden Sculptures,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Abstract Public Stone Sculpture, Abstract Stone
Art, Abstract Stone Sculpture for Interior Home Decor,
Abstract Stone Statue Manufacturer, Modern Sculpture
, Modern Stone Sculpture, Modern Stone Statue
Manufacturer
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Product Description

The abstract sculpture couple face outdoor is a  modern piece that has a very sleek
and interesting appeal. This hardy and sturdy design can withstand the elements
and remain a part of this garden or landscaping for a long time. Material: Off-white
Sandstone statue Dimension(HWL): 36 x 20 x 11 inch Height: 3 ft (approx.) Description:

It's an off-white abstract sculpture, of a modern face of a couple.
Not all sculptures are designed to stand out, some, such as this one, are designed to blend
in and look natural in your decor theme of choice.
Offering carved modern art usually by carving, or assembled to form a visually interesting
three-dimensional shape given by the sculptor of the state of Odisha.

Placement of the abstract couple face:

The abstract sculpture will provide your space with plenty of character by exhibiting it on
your yard, garden, or lawn.
Appreciate the art, by placing sculptures that reflect these interests for the world to see in
the park, garden, or lawn.
This statue can easily add a touch of class and sophistication to your water feature like a
fountain.
combines them for an interesting piece that draws the eye and adds some potted plants to
the space.
 Place it in the center of your space of the yard, lawn garden, and have the rest of the yard
focused around that object.
Fantasy creatures like this abstract couple's face always make for an interesting and lovely
statement piece in your outdoor decor.
A patina can give your space an aged and historied feel. With a well-aged stone sculpture,
a space can be taken back to the time of old with class and elegance.
This is a piece that is sure to start conversations and draw a great deal of attention where
ever you incorporated it.
Placing a few sculptures around an area near the bench of a garden or park can make the
space feel more full.

Cleaning Technique for your garden statue:

Douse the sculpture before starting cleaning the garden statue.
When it gets doused, rinse well with a sponge all over the surface.
Once you are done with scrubbing and eliminating all dust and debris, again give a final
bath to the sculpture & Let it air dry.
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White Sandstone Peaceful
Resting Garden Buddha Statue
2.5 ft
Read More
SKU: 01728
Price: ₹66,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Statues, Garden Buddha Statue,
Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Buddha Decor for Garden, Buddha Garden
Landscaping, Buddha Garden Statue, Buddha Home
Decor Statues, Buddha Statue for Home Decor,
Buddha Statue Online for Home and Garden, Buddha
Stone Sculpture, White Sandstone Statue Manufacturer

Product Description

What could be a better gift or a better option to bring home this buddha idol the
symbol of peace and serenity! The white sandstone peaceful resting garden Buddha
statue is available with CRAFTS ODISHA site to satisfy your every need for calmness. 
Material: Off-white Sandstone statue Dimension(HWL): 30 x 18 x 10 inch Height: 2.5 ft
Description:

It's an off-white sculpture, of Lord Buddha, resting on his knee sitting over a pedestal.
The stone sculptures have given an off-white touch in a gentle way, which represents a
journey of transition and stimulates feelings of reflection.
A magnificent piece of a hand-crafted statue created by the efficient Craftmanship of
Odisha sculptors.

Some suggestions for disposition of the home garden statue of Lord Buddha:

A Garden, lawn, or park is a place where you can sit and observe a blossom, a branch, the
shape of a rock, or the curves of circles in the sand for hours, so exhibit the sculpture there
to unwind after a hard day’s work.
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When a pathway is used for a statue, they encourage mindfulness, opt for natural stone
and keep lines curved.
Place it in your yard, lawn, park, and garden around your plot in peace, taking in the
surrounding nature and basking in the greenery of nearby foliage.
The sound and sight of water are automatically soothing, which is why a fountain is a great
addition to displaying near sculptures.
Surrounding the sculpture with smooth pebbles and then bordered in fine gravel, this
sandy-hued style complements the landscape well.
Try adding a small Acer or two nearby, too. It will bring a touch of color to the scene, whilst
its gentle sway in the breeze will enhance the feelings of peacefulness.

Cleaning Technique of the Resting Garden Buddha statue:

By using a hose or pipe douse the home garden statue as a whole.
Now when it got drenched scrub the surface using a sponge or soft cloth.
Again give the home garden statue a final bath & let it air dry. Or you can use a towel to
dry the home garden statue.

Dhyana Mudra Meditation
Buddha Statue from Off White
Sandstone 3 ft
Read More
SKU: 01727
Price: ₹60,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Buddha Statues, Garden Buddha Statue,
Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Buddha Decor for Garden, Buddha Garden
Landscaping, Buddha Garden Statue, Buddha Statue
for Home Decor, Buddha Statue Online for Home and
Garden, Buddha Stone Sculpture, White Sandstone
Statue Manufacturer

Product Description
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The Dhyana mudra makes this Buddha statue an excellent choice for meditation
areas in your alter. The Dhyana Mudra Meditation Buddha statue from off white
Sandtone statue that highlights its rich detailing throughout. Material: Off-white
Sandstone statue Dimension(HWL): 36 x 25 x 12 inch Height: 3ft Position: Sitting About
the rustic garden statue of Dhyana Mudra of Lord Buddha:

It's a statue of Gautama Buddha in Dhyana Mudra.
Lord Buddha is sitting on a square plinth in the lotus pose.
In this form Buddha is seen sitting with his legs folded, face up and hands lying on the lap.
 His eyes are partially closed as he is in deep meditation.

Buddha:

Buddha means the "Enlighted one".
Born as a prince with the name of Siddhartha Gautama in Kapilavastu.
His life takes a massive turn at the age of 29  when he is faced with the suffering of the
world.
He left the luxurious life and meditated under a Bodhi tree to find the answer.
His preservice was answered after 6 years of meditation.
Rest of his life he spent teaching others after attaining enlightenment.

Add some peace and tranquil atmosphere to your garden:

A blossom tree is always a welcome addition to any garden, and incorporating the
meditation Buddha statue near it will enhance the tranquil feeling in the environment.
Fine gravel or sand is one of the most common features, to emplace the statue.
To recreate the authentic look, add a dedicated gravel area to your plot, perhaps with a
border of larger rocks around the sculpture.
A central tree, such as this impressive Acer, can make a striking focal point and is a means
to get creative with sculpture.
 try a circular pattern around a sculpture, whilst the rest of the area can be raked into
orderly straight lines for a gentle contrast.
Add positioning large stones and rocks as focal features in your plot. They will provide a
sculptural element in a naturalistic way.

Benefits of the meditating Buddha garden statue:

You will achieve inner peace by meditating Buddha statue.
It reduces stress, anxiety, and depression.
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Also, bring peace and harmony to your home and life and unusual problems will fall away.

Tips for cleaning the meditation Buddha statue:

The procedure should start with housing the statue first.
When the statue gets wet scrub and rinses t well with a sponge or cotton cloth.
Once done with rinsing and cleaning all amass, now give the statue a final shower and let
it air dry.

Off White Sandstone Modern
Garden Meditation Sculpture 3
ft
Read More
SKU: 01726
Price: ₹40,320.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Modern Sculptures, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Abstract Public Stone Sculpture, Abstract Stone
Art, Abstract Stone Sculpture for Interior Home Decor,
Abstract Stone Statue Manufacturer, Modern Stone
Sculpture, Modern Stone Statue Manufacturer

Product Description

Make this Off White modern garden meditation sculpture become the star of your
Garden. It doesn't just feel quiet and calm, but it looks effortlessly sophisticated,
too. Material: Off-white Sandstone statue Dimension(HWL): 36 x 27 x 14 inch Height: 3 ft
Description:

It's an off-white abstract sculpture, of a modern meditating structure.
The stone sculptures have given an off-white touch following a more simplistic approach.
Every sculpture has some uniqueness on its own, which was given by the efficient and
expert hands of the sculptors of Odisha.

Placement of the meditation sculpture:
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Exhibit among garden with rock tiles, pebbles, tree stumps, greenery, grasses, and a tall
tree idea will be so powerful.
Black and white pebbles, with rock and a red maple mini tree at the entrance, will make
the space look drop-dead gorgeous.
White pebbles, bold blooms, shrubs, and mini maples are surefire ways to make your
outdoor space feel calm.
To encourage contemplation and feelings of peace, display the sculpture near a water
feature.
With a stone and moss lantern for creating a lovely Japanese space.
Incorporating it under a  Japanese-style tree in front of the entrance will be so eye-
catching.

Cleaning Technique of your stone sculptures:

Start cleaning the stone sculptures by pre-wetting the statue.
When the statue is souse, scrub the stone sculpture, using a sponge or soft bristle brush
over the surface.
After scrubbing give the statue a final shower, and let it air dry.

Off White Sandstone Stone
Abstract Sculpture-Flame 4 ft
Read More
SKU: 01725
Price: ₹84,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Modern Sculptures, Garden Sculptures,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Abstract Public Stone Sculpture, Abstract Stone
Art, Abstract Stone Sculpture for Interior Home Decor,
Abstract Stone Statue Manufacturer, Modern Stone
Sculpture, Modern Stone Statue Manufacturer

Product Description
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Are you looking for any creative ways to transform your garden into the haven of
your dreams? Well, you've come to the right place, because we've pulled together
some of our very artistic modern design. we've got tons of styles to get you thinking
about your plot like this modern off-white Sandstone abstract flame sculpture.  
Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension(HWL): 48 x 21.5 x 13 inch Height: 4 ft
Elucidation of the statue:

The above sculpture is of a modern off-white Sandstone abstract flame sculpture.
The sculptor translated the idea of collage into a piece of flame.
This sculpture shows the expression gestures of fire and its right relation to air.

 Where to incorporate the Sandstone Abstract Flame statue:

The backdrop to your flower bed can have a huge impact on the overall aesthetic of the
space when displaying the art piece, so, it's well worth working it into your plans for a truly
pulled-together look.
Gives the scene a contemporary feel by displaying the statue in front of your front yard.
Surrounding water features with raised flower beds filled with bright blooms is a surefire
way to elevate the zone.
Try to add intriguing accents to your flower beds with sculptures, it will provide a welcome
surprise for any onlooker who spots them.
Want to make your garden, park, or landscaping a little more sustainable, then exhibit the
abstract flame sculpture into it.
Bringing paving around the flame is a simple way to give them a boost and a harmonious
look.
Channel your choices and amplify the theme with serene white tones, show-stopping
bright, modern plants, or sultry shades, opting for a consistent palette will give your flame
sculpture a pulled-together look.

Caring for the home garden statue:

Start the process by pre-wetting stone sculptures using a pipe or hose spray.
Scrub it using a bristle brush over the surface.
Once you are done with scrubbing give the stone sculptures a final bath.
Routine cleaning will elevate the longevity and beauty of the stone sculptures.
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Teakwood Stone Wall Frame
Mount Leaves Design 1 x 1 ft
Read More
SKU: 01724
Price: ₹10,640.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Wall Panels, Modern Sculptures, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Stone Mural Art Manufacturer, Stone Wall Decor,
Stone Wall Panel

Product Description

First impressions always matter, whether you live in a classic bungalow, a chic
brownstone, or a sleek ultra-modern abode, there is something from CRAFTS ODISHA
to complement your home decor.
The stone wall frame mount leaves design provides an expressive exterior touch.

Material: Teakwood stone
Dimension(HWL):  12 x 12 x 1.5 inch
Height: 1 ft
Width: 1 ft

Description of the charming teakwood stone wall frame:

It's a decorative stone engraved wall frame.
Having many beautiful flowers and leaves within the frame makes it more fanciable.
The art of stone engraving is an ancient practice dating back to the 13th century when
Odisha was ruled by different dynasties, and that variousness of culture is reflected in the
craft. 

Tips to elevate space with the stone wall frame:
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 There's no better way to add more design interest to a room than with this wall covering.
This beautiful decorative stone feature is timeless and sure to work in the bedroom, living
room, or even hallway space.
Add a chic layer of texture and depth above the wall of your bed.
Inject some serious personality into the walls of each room ceiling.
Go for a fresh, neutral finish paneling and contrast with an uplifting shade on walls to mix
things up with a two-tone scheme.
It will look stunning to line them up in your boundary wall border.
The decorative stone can transform a simple room into an extraordinary space.
 Placed it in the center of the wall paneling to become the focal point.
It combines with warm lighting to create a relaxed ambiance.

The process of upkeep of the decorative stone:

Commence the cleaning by gently brushing the surface of the decorative stone as it has so
many crevices with a soft brush to remove loose dirt and dust.
 Or you can use water to clean it, with a damp cloth wiping would be very useful.
Follow the above tips to Make decorative stones clean and tidy

Sandstone Dustbin for Public
Park or Garden
Read More
SKU: 01723
Price: ₹31,360.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Stone Accessories, Garden Sculptures,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Stone Accessories for Garden, Stone
Accessories for Outdoor, Stone Accessories
manufacturer, Stone Dustbin for Public Park

Product Description
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More like a full working model than a trash bin, for trash, you can hide away by this
perfect solution. The Sandstone Dustbin for public park and garden fit in the most
unlikely of places.

Material: Sandstone / Khondalite stone
Dimension(HWL): 42 x 36 x 36 inch
Height: 3.5 ft (approx.)

Elucidation of the Dustbin:

The above sculpture is of a public dustbin made from durable material like
Sandstone.
A square in shape over a pedestal substructure with a smooth surface.
Some sculptures are not just a decoration its a requirement of the recent time
even the Govt of India is also installing dustbin to elevate sanitization issue at
ground level.

 Where to incorporate the Sandstone dustbin:

It is an essential tool for Public Health Sanitation and Safety alongside Roads and in Public
Places and parks.
It prevents waste from littering Roads and Public Places.
Not only in public places but also useful in Offices because Office work produces a lot of
Paper waste and Waste from Office Stationery so exhibiting one in front the office will be a
great idea.
Waste is produced from food items while peeling, cutting, chopping, and cooking. Then it is
discarded in the Kitchen Dustbin so having a dustbin around the house is an excellent way
of enriching the house’s looks.
The Dustbin near the public toilet is also required and used by the public a lot.

Caring for the home garden statue:

Douse the stone sculptures using a pipe or hose.
Scrub it using a bristle brush, both inside & outside.
When you are done with scrubbing give the stone sculptures a final shower.
Routine cleaning will enhance the longevity of the stone sculptures.
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Sandstone Sitting Meditating
Hanuman Statue for Outdoor
Temple 6 ft
Read More
SKU: 01721
Price: ₹200,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Big Hanuman Statue, Sandstone Hanumaan
Statue for Garden Landscaping, Sandstone Hanuman
Sculpture for Outdoor, Sandstone Hanuman Statue for
Home Decoration, Sandstone Hanuman Statue for
Temple Puja

Product Description

One of the eight immortals, the Chiranjeevi Hanuman who is better than the hero of
Ramayana? The sitting meditating Hanuman statue is an inspirational figure of
loyalty among citizens. Material: Sandstone / Red stone / Khondalite stone Height: 6 ft
(approx.) Dimension(HWL):  72 x 54 x 54 inch Position: Standing  On show; of the
meditating Hanuman statue

The statue of Lord Hanuman is seen meditating over a fully blossomed lotus pedestal.
Sitting in padmasana, palms crossed with one another facing up.
What an amazing piece of art, manufactured wisely and delicately by a skilled artist at his
best. Odisha is a state long known for its affinity to peace and serenity. Its rich cultural
heritage and legacy of architectural supremacy.

Hanuman: the son of air

He is said to be the Avatar of Lord Shiva. Admired as strength, devotion, and protection
against evil.
He is a devoted follower of Lord Rama and one of the immortals.
He is physically stronger than Vajra, a boon given by Lord Indra.
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”Hanu” means “Jaw” and “Man” means “disfigured”. Because Hanuman’s jaw was
disfigured by Lord Indra while he was trying to eat Sun thinking it is a fruit.
Hanuman Jayanti is celebrated every year on the fool moon day of the Hindu month of
Chaitra.

Where and how to incorporate the garden statue of meditating Hanuman:

The idol of Lord Hanuman should be placed in the south zone of your home or office.
You can worship the idol in the temple or at your home.
Place it at the center of the garden or landscaping. to draw the eye and create interest in
the onlooker.
Place him at the turning of the landscape/park or garden for an aesthetic look.
 The effectiveness of the garden increases when you place him amid a sprouting fountain
or any water feature.
Making it a focal point by creating a pathway toward him.

Few benefits of the godly statue:

He evades the troubles of his devotee's life.
Lord Hanuman helps to overcome negative attitudes and induce courage in one's self.
He reduces the malicious effects of planet Shani.

How do you clean your garden statue:

For the cleaning, you need to douse the statue first with water either by using using a hose
or a bucket of water.
Rinse it off by using a soft cloth or sponge to detach the dirt and grime from the surface.
Verify if amass is cleaned completely, give it a final bathe and use a soft cloth to dry the
statue or let it air dry.
Taking care and cleaning the garden statues will keep them looking their best for years.
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Sandstone Namaste Apsara
Statue for Outdoor Garden
Decoration 6 ft Set (2pcs)
Read More
SKU: 01720
Price: ₹280,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: apsara statue, Beautiful Apsara Stone Statue,
Namaste Lady Apsara Garden Sculpture, Outdoor
Namaste Lady Apsara Statue, Sandstone Apsara
Statue Manufacturer, Stone Apsara Sculpture for Home

Product Description

Give your guest a warmful welcome with the Namaste Apsara statue, carved
delicately for outdoor garden decoration. Material: Sandstone / Redstone
Dimension(HWL): 72 x 36 x 18 inch Height: 6 ft (approx.) Total no of statue in this set: 2
apsara statue The splendid outdoor stone statue of Namaste Apsara:

The well-formed pleasing statue of the apsara is standing over a well-carved pedestal.
The mesmerizing look and gesture of the body are brilliantly chiseled on the sculpture.
Stone carving is the ancient practice of Odisha, the skillful craftsman has made it globally
popular through their intricate design on sculpture.

Apsara: The celestial spirit

According to Hindu mythological and scriptures, they were the divine singer and dancers.
Known to emerge from the churning of the milk ocean, choose Gandharva as their consort.
They are famous for their beauty. Urvashi, Menaka, and Rambha are a few examples of
them.
They inhabit the palace of Indra along with their consort. Said to entertain gods and kings
with their captivating dance and charm.

Some placement guides for the bewitching outdoor garden statue:
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It should be placed in the east or northeast zone, the zone of happiness and rejuvenation.
Placed it at the entrance of your hotel, resort, restaurant, or home.
You can incorporate it into the garden, lawn, park, or landscaping which many people visit
frequently.
Incorporate her amid water features like a sprouting fountain.

Utility:

It is said that they invite lots of positive energy into life.
They also add a calm element to the atmosphere.
They manifest happiness and entertainment people associate with art and entertainment
gets benefits from it.

Caring tips for the Namaste Apsara statue:

To immaculate the home garden statue, you need to souse it first.
Once it gets wet, scrub off the surface using a sponge or a rag.
Now, when all the dust and moss detached from its surface give the home garden statue a
final shower.
Clean it twice or thrice a year is enough to keep its beauty and appearance at its best.

Black Granite Muguni Stone
Blessing Hanuman Statue 4 ft
Read More
SKU: 01719
Price: ₹220,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Big Hanuman Statue, Black stone Hanuman
Sculpture for Home and Garden, Granite Stone
Hanuman Statue Manufactturer, Hanuman Idol, Muguni
Stone Hanuman Statue for Temple
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Product Description

The son of Vayu(air), manifests wisdom and strength of power. The muguni stone
blessing Hanuman statue would be a great addition to any outdoor embellishment. 
Material: Blackstone / Granite stone Dimension(HWL):  48 x 24x 12 inch Position: Standing
Height: 4 ft (approx.) A representation of the Blessing Hanuman statue:

The statue of Lord Hanuman is seen standing on a square pedestal.
Seen with his mace in his left hand while in the right he is blessing his devotee in Abhay
Mudra.
The statue is made from black stone Granite an indestructible material, resistant to all
weather. Crafted efficiently by the sculptor at their best.

Hanuman: The monkey god

He is said to be the Avatar of Lord Shiva, invincible and immortal.
An ardent devotee of Lord Ram.
He is the son of mother Anjana and father Kesari, widely famous as the son of the god of
wind.
He is widely admired for his daring, strength, and loyalty.
Hanuman Jayanti is celebrated every year on the fool moon day of the Hindu month of
Chaitra.

Tips to incorporate the Blessing Hanuman statue:

The idol of Lord Hanuman should be placed in the south zone of your home or office.
You can worship the idol in the temple or at your home.
A great place is to incorporate the statue at the end of paths, like a visual full stop.
 Make it a focal point by placing it at each turn in the direction, of the lawn, park, or
garden.
Surround the statue with boxwood wedges, making it a focal point of a garden.
Incorporating the garden statue near a water feature elevates the tranquil nature of the
garden.
Make the perfect contrast to the space, by planting some vibrant color flowers and plants
around it.

Boons once get by keeping the statue:

Lord Hanuman helps with critical problems and wards off evil spirits and negative energy.
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Invite the divine protection of Lord Hanuman who removes obstacles in our venture of
lives.
Reduces the ill effects of planet  Shani.

Clean up tips for your garden statue:

Let's start by drenching the statue with water using a hose in gentle mode.
Next, scrub it by using a soft cloth or sponge to eliminate the dust and grime from the
garden statue.
Once the dirt is eliminated, spray with the hose again and use a soft cloth to dry the statue
or you can let it air dry.
Through the process, your statue will shine if you keep cleaning it twice a year.

Black Granite Stone Standing
Blessing Hanuman Statue 5 ft
Read More
SKU: 01718
Price: ₹350,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Big Hanuman Statue, Black stone Hanuman
Sculpture for Home and Garden, Granite Stone
Hanuman Statue Manufactturer, Hanuman Idol, Muguni
Stone Hanuman Statue for Temple

Product Description

Nurture your inner idolatrous with the 5 ft Blessing Hanuman statue. A Stormy
character, powerful and full of energy character to adorn your outdoor habitat. 
Material: Blackstone / Granite stone Dimension(HWL):  60 x 30 x 16 inch Position: Standing
Height: 5 ft  On show; of the blessing Hanuman statue 

The statue of Lord Hanuman is seen standing on a circular base substructure.
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He is seen with his mace in one hand while the other hand he is seen blessing his devotee.
The statue is made from black stone Granite a sturdy and hardy material, resistant to all
weather. Carved very delicately by the sculptor at their best skill and efficiency.

Lord Hanuman: 

He is said to be the Avatar of Lord Shiva. Lord Hanuman is supremely powerful with great
physic.
A sincere devotee of Lord Ram and one of the immortals.
He is known for his daring, strength, and loyalty.
Hanuman Jayanti is celebrated every year on the fool moon day of the Hindu month of
Chaitra.

Where and how to incorporate the statue:

The idol of Lord Hanuman should be placed in the south zone of your home or office.
You can worship the idol in the temple or at your home.
With some small flowering plants around the statue will look great in-home garden.
You can incorporate them at the end of the pathway, it would look ravishing.
A stepping stone that leads you towards your statue can be the focal point.
Use it near a water feature that will bring a calming elegance as well as a new dimension
to your garden.
Display it in garden nooks can be a great addition to your outdoor space.

Importance of keeping the godly statue:

As Lord Hanuman is a symbol of health and power, worshipping him or keeping a statute of
him will help you to overcome health issues.
Known as the greatest scholar, who excelled in all forms of knowledge. So his blessing will
help you to excel in your academics.
He is widely admired for evading Shani Dosha.

Clean up tips :

Begin with spraying the statue with water using a hose in gentle mode.
Rinse it off by using a soft cloth or sponge to wipe the dirt and grime from the statue.
Once the mass is eliminated, spray with the hose again and use a soft cloth to dry the
statue.
Taking care and cleaning the garden statues will keep them looking their best for years.
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Sandstone Lotus Pedestal for
Statue Placement
Read More
SKU: 01717
Price: ₹33,600.00 Original price was: ₹33,600.00.₹
28,000.00Current price is: ₹28,000.00. inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Pedestal, Statues & Sculptures, Stone
Accessories
Tags: Sand Stone Pedestal Manufacturer, Sandstone
Pedestal, Sandstone Pedestal Manufacturer, Stone
Pedestal, Stone Pedestal Manufacturer in Banglore,
Stone Pedestal Manufacturer in Delhi, Stone Pedestal
Manufacturer in Mumbai

Product Description

With an architecturally inspired look, this powerful pedestal stands as an artistic
statement piece. This distinctive lotus pedestal for the placement of a statue
coordinates well with so many decor themes. Material: Sandstone / Redstone
Dimension(HWL):  18 x 15 x 12 inch  Height: 1.5 ft Features of the artistic garden
statue: 

It's a sculptural pedestal statue made for multipurpose use for the statue, and plant
placement.
A3-tier shaped pedestal has wider on the top part, engraved with lotus petals all over the
garden statue.

Ideas for placing the pedestal:

Show off an embellished bust on the pedestal in the front yard framed by manicured
hedges.
Put it on a corner, embellished with a figurative sculpture to steal the spotlight.
Place a classical statue over the pedestal, with architectural charm to well-manicured
bushes and hedges.
Use a quirky bust or potted planter over the pedestal to steal the show in the garden.
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The small vacant nooks of the patio paired with a lamp/lantern can be eye-catching.
Topped it with a birdbath, or plant display in a classic sunroom.

Ways to clean the home garden statue:

Douse the statue with a  bucket of water. When it gets wet.
Clean the home garden statue with a sponge or towel that has been dipped in water.
Once all the grime & moss gets eliminated, give it a final bath.
Once you are done, let it air dry.

Rajasthan Red Stone One Tier
Fountain for Outdoor Garden
Landscaping
Read More
SKU: 01711
Price: ₹207,200.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Fountain Sculptures, Garden Sculptures,
Modern Sculptures, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Fountain for Garden Landscaping, Sandstone
Fountain for Home and Garden, Sandstone Fountain for
Outdoor Decoration, Sandstone Fountain Statue
Manufacturer, Sandstone Stone Fountain for Garden,
Stone Fountain Garden Sculpture

Product Description
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Pink Soapstone Ashok Stambh
Ashoka Pillar Stone Sculpture
Decoration
Read More
SKU: 01710
Price: ₹75,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Modern Sculptures, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Ashoka Pillar Sculpture for Home Decor, Ashoka
Pillar Stone Statue Manufacturer, Soapstone Statue
Manufacturer

Product Description

Without a second thought, buy this earthen Ashoka Stambh to remove all worries
and flourish in your business, trade, and other financial prospects. The Ashoka pillar
stone sculpture decoration is sure to satisfy your visual approach. Material: Pink
stone / Soapstone Sculpture Dimension(HWL): 18 x 10 x 10 inch Height: 1.5 ft
An explanation of the national emblem :

The sculpture here is our national emblem home statue decor.
The sculpture is carved out of a single block of polished Pink stone and was always a
separate piece from the column itself. It features four Asiatic lions standing back to back.
 They are mounted on an abacus with a frieze carrying sculptures in high relief of an
elephant, a galloping horse, a Bull, and a lion, separated by intervening spoked chariot-
wheels.

The Ashoka Stambh pillar:

Ashoka Stambh is a symbol of success.
The pillar placed at pilgrimage places and Buddhist monasteries symbolizes pride and
victory.
The four lions represent power, courage, pride, and confidence.
India has adopted Sarnath's Ashok Pillar as a national emblem.
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Placement possibility of the national emblem:

Place it on a pedestal in the office chamber of your institution, firm, school, etc.
The built-in shelve of your study and office would be a remarkable place to display it.
If you wish to display it in the entryway of any institution, office or college then make a
glass box & exhibit it there.
A gift subject to perks of the official undertaking of an individual.
When you are in love with your nation's emblem, no one can ask to stop you from
displaying it at your home.
Show your patriarchal love for your country by placing it in your home nooks shelves, built-
in shelve, or any pedestal.

Benefits : 

For trouble with the bank sector and other supportive systems, counting your work
partner,  the North-West zone is favorable.
Placing it in the North Zone governs relationships with clients and customers.
 To perk up your relationship with the government, exhibit this special object on your
table.

How to  look after the home statue decor:

The Soapstone structure is very easy to clean and maintain.
Just by wiping off the whole surface with a soft tea towel or a hand broom.
Clean it off twice a month is enough to get rid of any dust.
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Black Granite Stone Sitting
Vastu Ganapati Statue for Home
and Temple
Read More
SKU: 01707
Price: Call for price
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Big Ganapati Black Stone Statue for Garden, Big
Ganesha Statue for Home and Garden, Ganesha Murti
for Home, Ganesha Statue Decor for Garden, Ganesha
Statue for Temple, Ganesha Stone Sculptures for
Public Art Installation, Ganesha Stone Statue for Hotels
, Ganesha Stone Statue for Villa, Granite Stone
Ganesha Statue Manufacturer in India, New Style
Ganesh Murti, Vastu Ganesha Statue, Vighna Vinashak
Ganapati Idol

Product Description
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Black Stone Devi Sitting
Sculpture for Temple and
Outdoor Puja
Read More
SKU: 01697
Price: ₹150,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Other God/Godess Statues, Hindu Statues
, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Black Granite Stone Statue Manufacturer, Devi
Maa Statue, Devi Statue for Temple Puja, Devi Stone
Statue for Home, Devi Stone Statue Manufacturer,
Granite Stone Devi Sculpture

Product Description

Pink Soapstone Sitting Manasa
Devi 4 inch Idol for Home
Read More
SKU: 01694
Price: ₹4,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hindu Statues, Other God/Godess Statues
, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Manasa Debi Soapstone Sculpture, Manasa Devi
Stone Idol, Manasa Devi Stone Statue, Soapstone
Carving, Soapstone Statue Manufacturer

Product Description
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Sandstone Village Lady Holding
her Baby and Matka Outdoor
Statue
Read More
SKU: 01693
Price: ₹67,200.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Apsara Sculpture Khajuraho | Angel
Statue, Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Sand Stone Lady Statue Manufacturer,
Sandstone Lady Statue for Garden Landscaping,
Standing Lady Statue, Stone Lady Statue for Home
Decor, village lady statue

Product Description

Granite Stone Simhanada
Lokeshvara Buddhist Deity
Avalokiteshvara Sculpture
Read More
SKU: 01689
Price: ₹250,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Sitting Buddha Statues, Buddha Statues,
Garden Buddha Statue, Hindu Statues, Shiv Ji Statues,
Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Big Lokeshvara Statue for Outdoor Villa
Decoration, Budhist Sculpture for Home and Garden,
Granite Stone Lokeshvara Statue Manufacturer
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Product Description

This figuratively ideal granite stone sculpture is a unique way of art, which makes it
distinct from the rest. The Simhanada Lokeshvara Avalokiteshvara Buddhist deity
offers a touch of the ancient Buddhist Lord.
  Material:  Blackstone / Granite stone Dimension(HWL): 36 x 24 x 10 inch Position: Sitting
Height: 3 ft  Annotation of the home garden statue:

An alluring statue of Medicine  Buddha sitting over an engraved pedestal.
The form is usually shown as a seated or standing figure with four hands, one of which
holds a lotus, an ax, and a container of healing nectar.
A unique sculpt made on special demand by customers, which is intricately carved by our
efficient sculptor.

Simhananda Lokeshvara: 

Avalokiteshvara is the epitome of the compassion of all buddhas.
Avalokiteshvara Sanskrit: avalokita, “looking on”; ishivara, “Lord”.
 These specific forms he represents as a wealth and powerful deity.
Avalokiteshvara is shown here begins with Simhanada, white in color, and riding a lion.
Simhanada represents compassion and the overcoming of disease and ailments. The
second form is a power Lokeshvara, red in color, seated, possessing four arms.
Avalokiteshvara supremely personifies the Bodhisattva's resolve to postpone his
Buddhahood until he has helped every conscious being on earth achieve liberation
(Moksha; means, “release”) from suffering and the process of death and rebirth.
His name has been variously interpreted as “the lord who looks in every direction” and
“the lord of what we see”.

Where to place the decorative piece of the garden statue:

The statue of Lord Buddha should always face the East or Northeast.
Placed it in the Zen garden along with some lanterns to enhance the look after nightfall.
The alter and entrance of the home also be a welcoming place to exhibit the statue.
Draw the eye and make it a focal point, by executing the statue near curated bushes and
shrubs.
A water feature can do magic to the sculpture.

Few blessings from the sacred statue:

 Avalokiteshvara protects against shipwreck, fire, assassins, robbers, and wild beasts.
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 And bestows all walks of life of his disples.

Easiest procedure for cleaning the garden statue :

Get going by showering the statue using a hose spray to wet the sculpture all over, when it
gets doused scrub & detached any algae, moss, or debris from its surface using a bristle
brush or sponge.
When all the dust amasses got detached, bathe the home garden for a final time and let it
air dry.
Cleaning the sculpture twice or once a year will preserve its beauty and looks for years.
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